Australian newcomer Fleur De Mur releases debut disco-pop single
‘I Don’t Want To Fall In Love’

LISTEN TO IT HERE
Fleur De Mur is a name you’ve likely not stumbled across before, but it’s one worth remembering, because the Melbourne
newcomer makes a loud and sparkly entrance with pastel debut disco-pop single ‘Don’t Wanna Fall In Love.’
This first chewy, dreamy taste from the upcoming EP release ‘Metamor-for-this’ - which has been co-produced alongside Melbourne
RnB producer SB90 - is filled with anthemic promise. ‘I Don’t Want To Fall In Love’ is as the name suggests, an anti-love song,
vehemently rejecting modern romanticism, stating “falling (in love) is too accidental for something so monumental...I’d rather step in
slowly right then left that way I can remember me.” The tracks' poppy pastel hues and certain catchiness offer a thin veil for the
striving lyrics that repossess control and personal power over the fetishised phenomenon (falling in love) we are taught since
childhood to search a lifetime for and relinquish ourselves to.
Lending her songwriting abilities and vocal craftsmanship to producers internationally, the past year has seen Fleur collaborate with
EDM artists Artsea for the recent release of ‘Pretending To Know’ and Wolsh for the release of ‘Want You’ under Brazilian electronic
label Deep Dirty Dance.
Whilst it’s a first time original release for Fleur, it’s a meticulously polished and purposeful one. Perhaps it’s the other lives Fleur has
lived as a broadcaster, writer and commentator that insight a ready familiarity for a relative newcomer, the self-empowered and
unapologetic claim to a seat at the table or the the loud and sparkly entrance from an artist who feels like she has always been a
staple. Regardless, Fleur De Mur is ready.
"I'm really excited by the polished potential of a mainstayer" - Sophie Hallwright, Sony Music Australia
"A linguistic playfulness, a tonal elasticity, a soulful presence" - Matt Angleo, KIIS FM
"A timeless voice" - Du0, Artist and Producer
Please contact fleurdemurmusic@gmail.com for interviews and further information
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